
Races D6 / Yuzzum

Name: Yuzzum

Designation: Sentient

Skin color: Light, Tan

Hair color: Brown

Eye color: Orange, Red, Yellow

Distinctions: Big mouths, Long limbs, Round bodies

Homeworld: Endor

Habitat: Forest

Language: Yuzzum

Attribute Dice: 12D

DEXTERITY 2D/4D+1

KNOWLEDGE 2D/4D+1

MECHANICAL 2D/4D

PERCEPTION 1D/3D+2

STRENGTH 2D/4D

TECHNICAL 2D/3D+2

Move: 10/12

Description: Yuzzums were a sentient species native to the Forest Moon of Endor. A Yuzzum named Joh

Yowza occasionally sang with the Max Rebo Band, while another known as Wam Lufba worked as an

exterminator.

Biology and appearance

A sentient species, Yuzzums were shaggy, fur-covered bipeds with rotund bodies, whose long legs

allowed them to run fast and catch prey on Endor's plains. They also had a pair of skinny arms ending in

four-fingered hands, two forward-facing eyes located at the top of their skull, and antenna-like ears. The

mouth of a Yuzzum was wide and filled with blunted teeth. Thanks to their rangy limbs, they were taller

than Ewoks.

Society and culture

Described as "dreamy wanderers," Yuzzums only used the most basic tools, unlike the Ewoks, who had

advanced stone-age technology. They tamed and rode rakazzak beasts to help them hunt "rugger,"

rodents that hid in tall grasses, which they enjoyed roasted. Yuzzums spoke the language of the same

name, and were impressive singers. They brewed a potent wine that non-Yuzzums could only safely

consume when mixed with the simpler, sweeter wine of the Ewoks.

Yuzzums in the galaxy

Native to the plains of the Forest Moon of Endor, some Yuzzums left their homeworld on passing



starships and founded populations on other worlds. Long before the Imperial Era, a Yuzzum was present

during the arrest of Momin. By the year 4 ABY, a Yuzzum singer named Joh Yowza performed with the

Max Rebo Band at Jabba's Palace on the planet Tatooine, while another known as Wam Lufba worked

there as an exterminator. 
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